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Background: Early starting of migraine seems predictive for less favorable outcome in later ages, however
follow-up investigations are very few and all with short-term prospective period. We report here the
longest follow-up study in a population of children presenting with migraine under the age of 6.
Methods: We followed-up 74 children under 6 years of age, referred for headache to our department
between 1997 and 2003. The study was carried out between October 2016 and March 2018. Headache
diagnoses were made according to the IHS criteria.
Results: 23/74 patients, 31% of the original cohort, were found at follow-up in a period ranging between
15 to 21 years after the ﬁrst visit. Seven of them were headache free. The remaining 16 patients had
migraine. In the migraine group, the localization of pain changed in 75% of the subjects, 11/16 (68.7%) had
allodynia and 9/16 (56.25%) had cranial autonomic symptoms.
Conclusions: Our results suggest that the onset of migraine at very young age represents unfavorable
prognostic factor for persistence of the disease at later ages. Some clinical features may change during
clinical course, and the active persistence of the disorder may lead to an increase in allodynia.
© 2020 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of European Paediatric Neurology Society.
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1. Introduction
Migraine is a common and disabling neurological disorder in the
pediatric population, but it has received limited attention in children below 6 years, as only a few studies have so far provided a
careful description of the clinical features of and therapeutic options for migraine in this age group [1].
Recent studies highlighted the increasing prevalence of pediatric primary headache/migraine in both outpatients and in pediatric emergency departments [2e14]. Even if based on a few
reports, the acquired evidence sufﬁciently demonstrated the main
epidemiological and clinical features of primary headaches, especially migraine, in preschool-age children. Migraine is a life-long,
intermittent illness with a serious impact on quality of life that
should be considered in the planning of the therapeutic strategy.
Concerns over the long duration of migraine seem to be more

relevant to children than to their parents or paediatricians [15].
Surely the early onset of the disorder raises important questions
about the future of younger children, along with their families, who
sense the prospect of possible lasting suffering and disability for
their children. In addition, the early onset of migraine is a relevant
issue that needs to be investigated in order to understand the
relationship with the evolution of the disorder. Unfortunately, only
few studies have explored migraine in preschoolers. Prospective
follow-up investigations are even rarer, and all have explored a
relatively short period, not longer than ten years in any case
[8,9,16,17].
We present here the longest follow-up study in a population of
children with migraine onset below 6 years of age (when they were
studied for ﬁrst time).
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2. Methods
The study was approved by the local Ethics Committe (statement n. 9/2016), and written consent was obtained from interviewed subjects or from their guardians. The follow-up was carried
out between October 2016 and March 2018. The research involved
children under the age of 6 who had been referred to Child
Neuropsychiatry Department between 1997 and 2003 (T0) for
primary headaches [7], and consisted of two steps. The ﬁrst one was
to ﬁnd patients and to learn the basics about their headaches. This
was accomplished through a phone call to the patients or their
tutors asking about the disorder outcome (persistence, remission,
duration of headache attacks) and their willingness to take part to a
further direct interview in our department, which represented the
second step of the study. Only subjects with persistent headache
attacks were later interviewed in our Center (T1). Unfortunately, we
were only able to reach a few patients this way, because most
phone numbers in our original records were useless or lost due to
the recent widespread use of mobile phones. Accordingly, we
looked for the remaining names by searching within the lists of the
local public healthcare agency of the municipality of Palermo,
where all residents are recorded. These lists report the names of all
patients and the addresses (including phone numbers) of the
family doctors who take care of them. We contacted the doctors in
order to obtain patients’ phone numbers. Thanks to these strategies, we found 23 subjects. Despite a lot of motivation and effort we
were not able to obtain information about the outcomes for the
remaining 51 subjects. There were different causes for this: subjects
were not included in the Palermo province patient list, doctors or
patients refuses to cooperate, phone numbers were non-existent,
or there was no answer to repeated phone calls.
Four subjects refused the phone interview, for them, should be
possible to hypothesize that this refusal could depend on the
headache disappearance. However, three of them originally had
another type of headache and for this reason they would not have
anyway be included within the follow-up.
At the end of the follow-up, we updated the clinical course of 23
subjects through direct interviews regarding the cephalalgic attack
persistence and the main associated features of their attacks [18].
At T0 the original cephalalgic population was classiﬁed using the
diagnostic criteria of 1st International Classiﬁcation Headache
Disorders (1988) [19], while at T1 we used the diagnostic criteria of
3rd International Classiﬁcation of Headache Disorders (2013 beta
version) [20] . However, we underline that the diagnostic criteria
for migraine without aura remained unchanged.
All data were recorded using Microsoft Excel. All calculations
were performed in Excel, and we used c [2] to compare the
percentages.
3. Results
3.1. Distribution sample at time 0 (T0)
Between 1997 and 2003, we enrolled our ﬁrst cohort of 74
subjects, who had a mean age of 4.8 ± 1.3 years (range 17e71
months) at ﬁrst medical consultation. The cohort included 37
children (22 M/15 F) with migraine, 19 with episodic tension
headaches (12 M/7 F), 13 with primary stabbing headaches (7 M/
6 F), and 5 with chronic daily headaches (2 F/3 M).
3.1.1. Distribution sample at time (T1)
At time T1, after a follow-up period ranging from 15 to 21 years
(mean duration 17.4 years), we interviewed 23/74 (31%) subjects in

the early sample. Seven of them were headache-free, and the
remaining 16 were affected by migraine.
Seventeen of the 23 patients found at follow-up were originally
migraineurs (17/37, or 45.9% of the total early migraine sample),
with 3 others suffering from primary stabbing headaches (3/13, 23%
of early sample) and 3 from tension-type headaches (3/19, or 15.7%
of early sample).
At T1, 13/17 (76.47%) original migraineurs patients still complained migraine attacks (5 reported a better headache course, 5 a
worse course and 3 the same clinical course); the remaining 4
subjects were attack-free.
Two further subjects with previous primary stabbing headaches
and one with episodic tension type headaches changed their
headache type to migraine at T1, while the remaining three subjects
were attack-free. In total, we had 16 subjects with migraine attacks
at T1. Demographic features (age and sex) of migraine subjects at T0
and T1 are reported in Table 1.
3.2. Clinical features of pain sample at T1
To evaluate the main clinical features of the sample of actual
migraineurs and the changes in it from T0 to T1, we also included
the 3 subjects with other headaches at T0 (2 primary stabbing
headaches and 1 tension-type headache) that transformed to migraines at T1.
The proportion of patients with an attack duration over 4 h was
consistently higher in T1, involving 75% versus 23% of the subject
sample observed at T0. We found no signiﬁcant differences in
attack frequency between the two samples. Pain was more often
unilateral at T1, involving 43.75% of subjects as compared to 17.6%
of patients at T0, but the difference was not statistically signiﬁcant. The quality of pain was mainly throbbing, and it was
signiﬁcantly different from that reported in the preschooler
sample. We found no signiﬁcant difference in pain intensity, pain
increased by movement or pain sites (mainly frontal side) between T0 and T1. However, we observed that the pain site
frequently shifted in the same subject from T0 to T1 (from frontal
to temporal or vice versa, or from occipital to frontal or temporal
sites in 75% of patients). As concerns features associated with
migraine pain, no signiﬁcant differences were found in the prevalence of vomit, nausea, phono and photophobia in migraineurs
between T0 and T1. At T1, we also evaluated the prevalence of
osmophobia (31.25%), cranial autonomic symptoms (56.25%), (the
typical cranial autonomic signs that are a diagnostic criterion for
TACs in ICHD3 20), and allodynia (68.7%) referred to the site of pain
during the painful attacks. Because these symptoms were not
systematically evaluated in all patients at T0, we could not
compare the prevalence of these ﬁndings between the two study
times. However, we tried to compare the prevalence of these
features in the T1 patients and those in a new sample of migraineurs under age of 7, taken from our recent study in which these
features were evaluated [12] . The autonomic cranial symptoms
were usually reported to accompany pain throughout its duration
and were lateralized according to the site of pain (uni/bilateral)
while the allodynia was referred to the area of pain.
We did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant difference in the prevalence of
osmophobia and cranial autonomic symptoms between these two
groups [12]. However, the prevalence of allodynia was signiﬁcantly
increased in the sample at T1 (68,7%) versus the sample of
migraineurs under the age of 7 (20%).
The family history for migraine was remarkable in 13/16 (81.2%)
in the follow-up group. Almost all patients used symptomatic drugs
to treat painful attacks, while only two used preventive treatments.
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Table 1
Distribution of migraineurs populations for age and gender.
Migraineurs population

N. children

sex

Media age y. (ds)

range age

Follow-up media

Migraineurs 2005
interviewed Migraineurs 2005 at T0
Migraineurs at T1

37
17
16

22 M/15 F
7 M/10 F
9 M/7f

4.8
3.8
21.2

1.5e5.11
1.5e5.8
17e26

17.4

In Table 2, we summarize the main features of migraine sample
at T1 as compared to ﬁrst sample at T0 7 and to the new recent
sample of migraineurs under the age of 712.
4. Discussion
Follow-up studies of pediatric primary headaches in younger
children (less than 6 years old) are rare, and are all based on shortterm evaluations [8,9,16,17] ranging between 2 and 10 years, with
an average of 3.5e7 years. The results of these studies showed
generally that the early onset of migraine is usually an unfavorable
prognostic factor, being frequently associated with the persistence
of the symptoms at later ages. Early somatic symptoms, psychiatric
comorbidity and vomiting were all found to predict the persistence
of migraine. However, these studies present several limitations due
to their small sample sizes [17], lack of use of IHS criteria [16],
retrospective recall [20], short-term follow-up [8,9,16,17], selection
population bias [20], and restricted age groups [9]. Our study is the
ﬁrst long-term follow-up carried out with migraine patients under

the age of 6 years. Unfortunately, it does not interest the whole
starting cohort due to the high rate of drop-out. and is comparable
in follow-up duration to the study by Bille et al. [21]. Although
reporting on a 4-fold larger sample size with no follow-up dropout,
however, these authors enrolled patients who did not fulﬁll the IHS
classiﬁcation criteria, and, as compared to our cohort, explored
children with higher age at the ﬁrst observation (from 7 years on),
and later migraine onset (6 years vs 3.8 years). Another study [22]
was carried out on 1894 pediatric subjects (seven years or older)
identiﬁed as migrainous patients according to Valhquist's criteria.
This study was characterized by a 56.8% dropout rate, and presented further limitations due to its missing information about the
onset age of migraine, and the somewhat lower accuracy of its data
collection. Indeed, interviews were performed by non-specialist at
all stages of the study, while basic information was acquired by selfreport questionnaire performed directly during school hours, or
sent by mail.
During our follow-up study, we lost 51/74 patients in the total
original sample (69%) and 20/37 (54%) of the early migraine group.

Table 2
Comparison of clinical features among the three groups of migraineurs (column 1: the original migraineur sample at T0 evaluated successively at T1; column 2: the migraineur
sample at T1 adding three subjects with changed headache in migraine (13 þ 3); column 3: our other migraineur sample younger 7y. successively published).
Clinical features

Original Migraineurs< 6 years of age at
T0
17 subjects (%)
Column 1
Raieli et al., 2005 (ref. 7)

Males/Females
9/8
Duration attacks
<4 h
13 (77)
>4 h
4 (23)
Frequency attacks for months
<4 attacks
10 (58.8)
>4 attacks
7 (42.2)
Migraine familiarity
15 (88.2)
Aura
2 (11)
Pain localization
Frontal
8 (90)
Temporal
5(10)
other
4 (23.5)
Unilaterality pain
3 (17.6)
Quality of pain
Throbbing
7 (41)
Gravative
6 (35.3)
Not described
4 (23.5)
Physical activity
9 (53)
Intensity pain
severe
12(70)
moderate
5 (30)
Vomiting
6 (36)
Nausea
4 (24)
Phonophobia
10(58.8)
Photophobia
11 (64.7)
Osmophobia
Cranial allodynia
N/Q
Cranial autonomic
N/Q
symptoms
Comorbidities
9 (53)
Symptomatic Drugs
7 (41.1)
Preventive drugs
0

P < 0.05
Comparison between col.1/col2 or col2/
col.3

Follow-up Migraine
group
16 subjects (%)
Column 2

Migraineurs children (<7 years of
age)
40 subjects (%)
Column 3
Raieli et al., 2015 (ref. 12)

9/7

20/20

4 (25)
12 (75)

33 (82.5)
7 (17.5)

P < 0.031 (1column/2colomn)

9 (56.25)
7 (43.75)
14 (87.5)
3 (18.7)

19 (50.0)
21(50.0)
39 (97.5)
2(5.0)

NS

10 (62.5)
5 (31.25)
1 (6.25)
7 (43.75)

9(22.5)

14 (87.5)
2 (12.5)
e
10 (62.5)

25/40 (62.5)
6/40 (15)
9/40 (22.5)
24 (60)

12 (75)
4 (25)
3 (18.75)
7(43.75)
10 (62.5)
10 (62.5)
5 (31.25)
11 (68.75)
9 (56.25)

30 (75.0)
10(25)
18 (45,0)
21 (52.5)
31 (77.5)
29 (72.5)
10 (25)
8 (20,0)
22(55.0)

11 (68.75)
14 (87.25)
2 (12.5)

P < 0.0057 (1column/2column)

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
P < 0.0011 (2column/3column)
NS
NS
P < 0.0057 (1column/2column)
NS

NS: not signiﬁcative; N/Q: not quantiﬁed.
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This migraine dropout percentage was slightly higher than those
reported by Battistella [8] (34%) and Virtanen [9] (37.5%) which had
shorter mean follow-up periods of 3.5 years and 7 years,
respectively.
Our study revealed the persistence of migraine in about 76.4% of
patients, a rate consistently higher than that reported by Bille [21],
who found 32% of patients with lasting migraine at follow-up [19].
Moreover, in our study, migraineurs reported continuous, quite
stable disease without consistent pain-free intervals, which was
distinct from the ﬂuctuating course described by Bille [21]. We did
not ﬁnd sex differences in patients with persistent migraine in
adulthood. Conversely, in a Finnish study [22], childhood migraine
was found to persist in 65% of females and 21% of males in the
original sample of children, who were followed from age 7 to age
32. Therefore, our results suggest that the early onset of migraine
(under age of 6 years) represents per se an important unfavorable
prognostic factor for migraine persistency in young adulthood, independent of sex.
However, as the number of migraineurs is very prevalent, it
cannot be excluded that the unfavorable prognosis could be related
to the early appearance of headache and not to a speciﬁc headache
type, as reported by Balottin et al. [17].In his dataset, numerically
similar to that of our study, the headache was found to persist more
in subjects with tension headache and generally improved with
time. In favor of our hypothesis, in addition to the much longer
duration of follow-up, it is to consider that the few cases of other
primary headaches recruited to follow-up, either moved to migraines or remitted. Surely, studies on a larger population and
including the different types of primary headache are needed to
better explore this point and clarify the real prognostic role of early
preschoolers’ migraine.
Our data are supported by the observation that in adulthood, a
higher frequency of attacks is associated with early onset of
migraine (<7 years) [23]. In the short-term follow-up studies, the
persistence of migraine ranged between 56% and 61% of patients.
Hernandez-Latorre et al. [16] found a more unfavorable course in
migraineurs less than 6 years of age after 2e10 years of follow-up
(30% of dropouts). However, the authors did not specify the
meaning of “favorable course” (lack of attacks or signiﬁcant
reduction in frequency of attacks), and reported that 41.3% of an
unspeciﬁed number of children followed for more than 5 years
experienced an absence of painful attacks that lasted up to 1 year.
Battistella et al. [8] also reported unfavorable evolution in 51% of
patients (with stable attack frequency and a lack of pain-free
periods).
Differently from these studies, we found a consistently higher
rate of unfavorable outcomes, as migraine course improved in only
23% of subjects, while disease persisted in 76% of them, with 38%
showing unchanged and 38% worsened clinical patterns. Such high
rate of persistency, considering the risk linked to early onset, could
be dependent upon the very early migraine onset in our child
sample. Other considerations about outcome-predicting conditions
concern gender and family history of migraine. Our population
showed the same proportion of male and female sufferers, so the
data suggest that after many years, the early onset of migraine is an
unfavorable predictor in males as well. This likely emphasizes the
relevance of genetic factors, especially in childhood migraines, and
seems to ﬁt well with the observation that, in agreement with a
previous study [24], more than 90% of our cohort had a remarkable
family history of migraine. This further supports the possible link
between familiarity for migraine with early onset of headache,
which in turn forecasts severe migraine attacks in adulthood [24].
Finally iIn the follow-up the migraineurs sample increased by three
subjects suffering previously from other types of headache, now
transformed into migraine. This is in agreement with the data by

Battistella et al. [8] that showed these possible changes and suggested a clinical continuum between one headache form and
another with underlaying common pathophysiological mechanisms. This is also observed in the primary headaches of adults[25].
A careful search for possible changes in the main characteristics
of migraine episodes revealed an increase in the duration of painful
attacks. This ﬁnding was, however, reported in previous comparative studies of younger and older children [8,9,12]. We found that
other clinical features of migraine attacks, mostly the localization of
the headache, which may shift from the frontal to the temporal
region or vice versa, may change. The quality of the pain may also
more often become pulsating. Similar data were reported in Virtanen's study [9], who also found changes in other migraine features not evaluated in our study. Different results (except for
vomiting, which was signiﬁcantly different) were reported by
Eiditz-Markus et al. [10]. However, in their investigation, the
comparison was performed among three samples of different ages,
while in our study the comparison was intra-group (before/after).
In our follow-up, we found a remarkable prevalence of allodynia
(about 70%) and autonomic cranial disorders (56,25%). Unfortunately, we could not perform a comparison with the prevalence
rates of such symptoms in the earlier sample at time T0, because
these clinical features were not systematically investigated by us at
that time, neither in other studies [5e11,13,16,17]. However, to have
some knowledge, even if indirect, of changes in these features
across time, we compared the prevalence of allodynia and cranial
autonomic symptoms observed at T1 with those observed in
another population of migraineurs under 7 years, which we studied
in a subsequent research project [12]. We found a noteworthy increase of allodynia in adulthood in our sample, whereas the prevalence of cranial autonomic symptoms remained unchanged. Our
observations suggest that allodynia may be present in both younger
and older children [12,26,27] however, a longer duration of the
disorder and the persistence of attacks likely increase the prevalence of allodynia through a further sensitization of pain-related
structures [28].
The prevalence of cranial autonomic symptoms in our two
groups is similar to that reported in other studies carried out in
pediatric as well as in adult patients [29,30] these ﬁndings suggest
that such features can be speciﬁc traits in migraineur subgroups,
independent of the course of disease. In light of these observations,
allodynia may be interpreted as an unfavorable factor for migraine
persistence and worsening, suggesting that its prevention can help
improve the disease course. Alternately, the early emergence of
cranial autonomic symptoms can be interpreted as a predictive
factor of migraine persistence in successive follow-up, suggesting
more intensive migraine treatment in order to avoid the worsening
of the disorder and the appearance of further worsening factors
such as allodynia.
Our study had some limitations due to its small sample size,
selected clinical population and high dropout rate (>50%). However, the sample size was similar to that of other studies [6,10,17],
and large samples have been explored only in a few studies and
with less accurate methods, like self-administered questionnaires.
The dropout rate was slightly higher than those reported in other
studies, although the latter had shorter follow-up periods. The
dropouts were mainly due to the fact that over the years many
patients had changed the phone numbers registered in our
archives).
Another limitation of the study may be due to the medical nature of the follow-up, based on retrospective medical records
entrusted to the subjects, without documentation (such as diary
papers, etc.) and the absence of intermediate interviews during this
long-time interval between T0 and T1. Given the remitting nature of
migraine it is possible that subjects currently suffering from
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migraine may have experienced more or less long periods of
remission, of which they have no note. Considering that only 2
subjects had been given preventive therapy, according to the usually poor use of prophylaxis therapy in western countries, our data
seem to describe the natural evolution of headache.
Of course, further studies are needed with larger population
samples, with multicentric enrollment or population-based
recruitment with long-term follow-up, and with intermediate
control steps. Future investigations should also include the analysis
of both genetic and environmental factors, such as twinning and
fetal growth restriction, associated with migraine [31-32]. However, we are aware that achieving these goals is very difﬁcult and
requires a lot of effort.
5. Conclusions
To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst long-term follow-up study
carried out on a population of migraineurs below the age of 6 years.
The results suggest that the early onset of migraine is an unfavorable factor for its persistence in both male and female adults. Some
clinical features may change during the clinical course, and the
active persistence of the disorder may facilitate the potentiation of
sensitizing neural-pain-related centers with increasing allodynia.
The occurrence of cranial autonomic symptoms in preschool-age
migraneurs may be a predictive factor of the persistence of the
disorder. This ﬁnding suggests an intensive treatment for these
children in order to avoid allodia and worsening of migraine.
In view of the high social impact of migraine, and the severe
outcome of its early onset on quality of life, the topic appears
interesting and, certainly worthy of being further explored in prospective studies with larger sample size, with the use of neurophysiologic markers, and with examination of more genetic and
environmental variables.
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